
 

 

Friday 1st April 2022 

Re: “The Students, The Smile, The Moments and The Memories” Sixth Form Leadership Team Book 

Dear Parents,  

To say our goodbyes as we complete our time as Head Girls at Kingsley, we wanted to complete a final 

challenge by creating a Kingsley book. We want to communicate to you our vision for this initiative, and 

we have already been speaking to our fellow students and begun to work on this during the Spring Term. 

In our book we want to express the stories and emotions that students feel as they travel through The 

Kingsley School all the way from Pre-school to Year 13. It is based on our own ideas of what Kingsley has 

given us and how we have blossomed as individuals to be the best versions of ourselves. Year groups 

within the School have been paired together and given themes we think represent the learning curve 

during a young person’s time at the school. The students will be creating their own quotes and drawings 

using watercolour and pen. These will then all be collated and included within the final book. It will all 

come together and create a unique story showing what an amazing place Kingsley is.  

Pre-school and Reception have been paired with Year 7 with the theme of new beginnings. We wanted 

to spark ideas of excitement and apprehension. We are also encouraging them to include mementos and 

key positive memories from joining the Kingsley community.  

Year 1 and 8 are paired with the main theme of friendship. This could be highlights of experiences at 

school with their friends as well as what friendship means to them.  

Year 2 and 5 have been given adventure and exploration as their themes. This could include new things 

they have tried or how these experiences have made them feel. It could also be the best part of finding a 

new activity that excites them and why it may be a good idea to start a new hobby.  

Year 3 and 10 are together, and their theme is accepting everyone. This is central to friendship and the 

growth of a Kingsley pupil. This may include what makes you unique, why it is good to be different and 

being proud of your differences.  

Year 4 and 11 have been given the theme looking after yourself. This could be tips and advice for de-

stressing and relaxing, and why it is important to take care of yourself. This highlights the importance of 

doing things for you and we also want them to consider how this may encourage self-love.  

Year 9 and 12 have the key concept of decision making. We saw the similarities between subject choices 

in Year 9 and decisions for the future in Year 12.  This could include what’s right for you? What motivates 

you? It is important to also consider aspects such as your interests but most importantly following your 

heart to find the best decision for you.  

 

 



 

 

Year 6 and 13 have been given the essential theme of the next chapter. We want the students to show 

what they have learnt in their Kingsley journey. How they feel they have grown as an individual in terms 

of skills and as a person. We also encourage them to share their emotions and the acceptance of moving 

on.  

We believe this project will unite the school across all years ensuring everyone can get involved. We are 

looking forward to seeing the final book and bring to light “The Students, The Smile, The Moments and 

The Memories” that make Kingsley such an amazing environment to learn in. Once the book is ready we 

intend to produce hard copy versions and make it available for purchase, with the proceeds going to 

charity. 

With kind regards, 

 

Emily Mortimer, Head Girl  

Alys Clarke and Lucy Greaves, Deputy Head Girls 

Kingsley Sixth Form Leadership Team 2021-22 

 


